Crosswords

The Hollywood Sign

Learn some Hollywood Sign facts with these silver screen clues. Figure out why Hollywood is the land of movie making and the place where dreams come true.

ACROSS

2  A phrase that got it’s start because an actual precious metal was needed to make it work.

4  Back in 1928, the Sign originally said this.

6  You can watch the Hollywood Sign 24 hours of the day by using these.

8  The Hollywood Sign was originally meant to be a…

9  Known as the Hollywood Sign girl, this young actress committed suicide of the Sign in the 30’s.

10  This is Los Angeles biggest industry.

11  Tiny ones of these gave the Hollywood Sign a bright, flashy look during the 1920’s and 30’s.

DOWN

1  Founded in 1992, this organization is in charge of the operation of the Sign.

3  Considered Los Angeles royalty, this family founded the LA times as well as the Sign.

5  This bunny loving man saved the sign in the late 70’s and again in 2011.

7  The Sign sit a top of this mountain
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